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A simple model is used to show that, in principle, random close packing of equal disks on a plane should be
stable when the packing fraction is 0.813, the average number of contacts per disk is 3.42, and the connectivity
of the simplicial net is 4. The assembly is unstable with respect to shear stresses, which will be a consequence
of compressive stresses applied to the randomly packed assembly. In practice, the packing fraction of the
assembly will increase until it reaches the value associated with the triangulated simplicial net, the regularly
packed disk assembly. @S1063-651X~98!07906-9#
PACS number~s!: 81.05.Rm, 82.70.2yA two-dimensional assembly of randomly close-packed
~RCP! equally sized disks may be represented by a simplicial
graph in which the centers of the disks neighboring, but not
necessarily in contact with, each disk are joined by straight
lines. Alternatively, it may be represented by the Voronoi
construction in which the lines in the simplicial net are bi-
sected perpendicularly and the bisectors form polygons sur-
rounding each disk. Two disks are neighbors when the bisec-
tor of the line joining their centers forms a side of their
Voronoi polygons. The relationship between these two rep-
resentations can be used to define a critical separation of
centers beyond which two disks cannot be neighbors and
leads to an average separation of noncontacting disks that are
neighbors. This average separation is the basis of the calcu-
lation of a packing fraction and of an average number of
contacting disks in the RCP assembly.
The geometrical construction producing the simplicial net
and the Voronoi polygons is shown in Fig. 1. An origin disk
O is shown with three of its neighbors. The simplicial net for
this cluster has the form of two triangles shown in Fig. 1.
The relevant part of the Voronoi net is drawn as well in Fig.
1. The angular separation of the two disks contacting O
~each labeled C! is 2u and the sides of the rhomb formed by
the two triangles are all of the same length 2r , i.e., one disk
diameter. The angle subtended by one of the contacting
neighbors C at the center of the origin disk O is 60°. In other
words, when 2u560° the two disks C are in contact with
each other as well as with O . If 2u is more than 120° the
unlabeled disk, not in contact with O in Fig. 1, will contact
O for the densest packing, i.e., the three neighbor disks will
all be in contact with O . At the opposite extreme the unla-
beled disk will not be a neighbor to O when it no longer
contributes a side to the Voronoi polygon surrounding O .
It’s obvious from Fig. 1 that this happens when 2u590°. As
2u is reduced from 120° the shorter diagonal of the simpli-
cial rhomb becomes longer. Correspondingly, the edge of the
Voronoi polygon of the origin disk facing its noncontacting
neighbor becomes smaller until 2u590°, when it disap-
pears. 2u590° is thus the lowest limit of 2u for which the
noncontacting disk can be taken to be a neighbor of O .
If we assume that all values of 2u from 90° to 120° are a
priori equally probable, then we can say that the average
value of the angles 2u for which a noncontacting disk is a
neighbor of the origin disk O is 105°. This means that in a571063-651X/98/57~6!/7344~2!/$15.00large assembly of disks, on average, the number nc of disks
contacting the average origin disk will be
nc52p/2u5360/10553.42.
If the Voronoi net has a connectivity of 3, the average
Voronoi polygon must be hexagonal so that the average
number nn of noncontacting disks is
nn5623.4252.58.
The average value of the angle 2u can be used to calculate
the packing fraction of the assembly by considering one of
the simplicial triangles shown in Fig. 1. The area of the disks
enclosed by the triangle is simply A(d)5pr2/2 since the
total angle of the triangle must be 180°. The area of the
triangle is A(t)5@2r2sin(105°)# and the packing fraction h
is given by the ratio of these areas as
h5p/@4 sin~105° !#50.813,
which is very close to the measured @1# values of 0.84
60.02, an approximately calculated value @2# of 0.82, and
Berryman’s @3# computer modeled value of 0.817.
A calculation of the number ns of contacting disks re-
quired to provide stability in two-dimensional random close
FIG. 1. Assembly of four equal disks of diameter 2r packing on
a plane. Lines making up the simplicial net ~ ! and the Voronoi
polygons ( ) are shown.7344 © 1998 The American Physical Society
57 7345BRIEF REPORTSpacking @4# produces ns53.42, the same value as nc derived
above. This observation seems to confirm Berryman’s specu-
lation that in two dimensions random close packing and ran-
dom loose packing of equal disks occur at the same value of
h, which is not the case in three-dimensional sphere packing.
This very simple derivation of the packing fraction for a
RCP assembly of hard disks leads to results that are slightly
different from those that have been obtained previously.
Apart from its extreme simplicity, there are two reasons for
its interest. The first is that it explains the apparent discrep-
ancy between nc53.42 and the requirement @2# that the sim-
plicial net should have a connectivity of 4. The symmetry of
the rhomb in Fig. 1 shows that a tiling of the plane with
average rhombs would form a simplicial net with a connec-
tivity of 4. The second reason is that it shows that random
close packing and random loose packing are the same for anassembly of equal disks. A third possible reason is that an
assembly of average rhombs would be stable under a com-
pressive stress applied along the lines of the simplicial net. A
stress applied in any other direction could be represented as a
combination of compressive stress along the net lines and a
shear stress perpendicular to those lines. The rhombs would
be unstable with respect to shear and would be distorted to
form a triangulated simplicial net.
One intriguing point is that on the plane the connectivity
of the disk simplicial net and the number of contacting
neighbors is the same as for the curved disks on the ~spheri-
cal! surface of contacts @5,6# for spheres with a radius ratio
of 1, i.e., for spheres packed in a face-centered-cubic struc-
ture. In both cases the vertices are 4-connected and the av-
erage number of contacts per disk is 247 . The packing fraction
of the curved disks on the sphere is marginally less, at 0.802,
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